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About Spotlight
This newsletter was developed to
highlight utilizations of NEMSIS
data to improve healthcare
systems and EMS performance.
Each issue will highlight successful programs/attributes associated
with state or local EMS agencies
that are integrating EMS data to
serve local and state public health
and safety needs.
In each quarterly issue we will
focus on a state program or implementation strategy that has been
successful in utilizing NEMSIS
data to enhance patient care,
ensure workforce training and
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Objective
The objective stated in “Training Matters! How Utah Improved the Documentation of Pre-Hospital Pediatric Vital
Signs” was to evaluate the effect that education has on
pre-hospital pediatric vital sign reporting.
Methods

“Evaluate the effect that education
has on pre-hospital pediatric vital

The Bureau of EMS and Preparedness implemented educational
outreach interventions to encourage EMS providers to gather vital
signs on pediatric patients.


Percentage for captured vital signs was calculated using the
total number of patient care reports for pediatric patients.



One vital sign recorded as the numerator and the total number of patient care reports for pediatric patients as the denominator.

sign reporting”

This began on July 2010, presentations were delivered statewide to
the State EMS Children coordinators. In addition, 15 short lectures
were also presented at other venues across the state emphasizing
the importance of monitoring pediatric vital signs, these being presented by the Bureau’s Medical Director.
In 2013, a 6 hour training program, which included information on
performance improvement and importance of pediatric vital signs,
was given directly to state EMS providers.
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“It was found that documentation of the four
critical vital signs…
increased by double digits
in all four categories.

”

Results
It was found that documentation of the four critical vital signs (blood pressure, heart
rate, pulse oximetry, respiratory rate) increased by double digits in all four categories.


Pulse oximetry increased most consistently across all age groups over time.



Providers obtained respiratory rate and heart rate nearly 90% of the time across
all age groups after receiving educational training.



It was also found however that blood pressure remained the most inconsistent
obtained vital sign, especially in younger patients. Children <3 year of age continue to have a blood pressure documented in <50% of transports.

Conclusion

“EMS providers
statewide have improved
their practices

”

In conclusion, the report states the EMS providers statewide have improved their practices of documenting four pediatric vital signs between 2007 and 2014. However, blood
pressure continues to be an area of improvement, especially among younger children.
Two educational interventions designed to encourage EMS providers to obtain vital
signs resulted in an increase in the percentage of pediatric transports with partial vital
signs documented. It remains the State goal for documenting all four vital signs in >90%
of pediatric transports.
As stated above in the conclusion, “EMS providers have improved their practices”. This remains at the heart of the best practice report, to highlight improvement to
EMS care making a better experience for not only patients, but EMS providers as well.
At the NEMSIS TAC ,we commend the state of Utah in their efforts to increase the obtaining of vital signs for pediatric patients. This document can be found here: https://
www.nasemso.org/Meetings/Annual/documents/Training-Matters-How-UtahImproved-the-Documentation-of-Pre-Hospital-Pediatric-Vital-Signs.pdf
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Do you know of an agency or project that deserves
to be in the “Spotlight”?
As you have seen in this issue, we
intend to highlight systems that
have utilized NEMSIS compliant
data to improve health systems,
and to shorten the gap between
EMS field care and hospital care.
In order to be featured in a future
issue of The NEMSIS TAC Best
Practices Spotlight, gather your
relevant data, graphs and narratives and submit them to The
NEMSIS TAC using the contact
information provided.

